Our last call for this March issue was due on June 1, 2013, and received nine submissions. Among them, we accepted three, with one from academia, one from industry, and one from an international hybrid team of universities, industry, and a research agency. We prefer to keep enough industrial flavor to this series. Although the writing quality and rigidity of industrial authors might be lower than the academic authors, we have tried to improve their presentation through the review process. The other six submissions were not included, mainly due to not enough interesting material on test methodologies or results, or not enough focus on testing. Again, the due dates for this series are June 1 and December 1 each year, with publication in the March and September issues of the following year. The turn-around time of the review process is kept within three months. We welcome submissions with a focus on test methodologies, and results on communications and networking systems.

In this issue, we have three interesting articles. The first article addresses an emerging scenario involving the impact of counterfeit and substandard cell phones, which account for 15–20 percent of the market in some developing countries. This is an issue seldom formally addressed in the literature. The second article compares the performance of TD-LTE and LTE FDD on a full-scale LTE testbed. Their results and observations should be valuable to operators and manufacturers. The third article is another system work combining an emulator and a simulator in order to test real protocol implementations on a simulated platform. This facilitates code debugging and result reproduction.

In the article on substandard cell phones, “Substandard Cell Phones: Impact on Network Quality and a New Method to Identify an Unlicensed IMEI in the Network,” it first illustrates all possible impacts of counterfeit phones, that is, phones with cloned or invalid International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) numbers, and substandard phones (i.e., phones do not pass the conformance testing of regulatory specifications of 3GPP). These phones often have lower receiver sensitivity and insufficient uplink transmission power, which lead to higher call drop rate, poor call quality, or frequent network access failures. Besides, slower uplink power control, insufficient filtering on inter-channel interference, inaccurate tuning of signal frequency and phase, and longer handover execution period result in lower speech quality, higher interference between subscribers, higher bit error rate, and increased call drop rate, respectively. The authors performed various tests to demonstrate these. They also developed a counterfeit identification technique that cross-checks device capabilities with a database obtained from all vendors. The capability list provided by a vendor could be used as the signature of a particular phone model to match against a phone trying to associate with the network. Operators could use this technique to identify and block counterfeit phones.

The article on TD-LTE and LTE FDD, “An IP-Based Packet Test Environment for TD-LTE and LTE FDD,” compares TD-LTE and LTE FDD. FDD separates uplink and downlink channels into different frequencies to have better isolation, while TDD puts both in the same frequency to save spectrum cost. The authors tested both TDD and FDD UE devices from different vendors with one TD-LTE eNB and one TD-LTE and LTE FDD dual-mode eNB on a full-scale testbed. Given the modulation and coding scheme (MCS), sizes of frames, sub-frames, and frequency band, the article calculates the theoretical maximum throughput of both TD-LTE and LTE FDD, and compares them with the test results. It concludes that a single UE device can achieve 91–96 percent of its theoretical bound of the eNB throughput while multiple UE
devices can achieve 74 percent of the bound. Thus, in practice, 74 percent should be something an operator could expect. LTE FDD and TD-LTE latencies are 75 and 82–94 percent shorter than their counterparts in 3G (i.e., W-CDMA and TD-SCDMA), respectively, which is a significant reduction. LTE FDD outperforms TD-LTE in throughput, but not as significant in latency. Whether to choose FDD or TDD is a trade-off between cost and performance in an operator’s business decision. It is also shown that TD-LTE uplink performance could be further improved by upgrading the MCS index.

Similar to the work on Estinet reported in the last issue, in September 2013, of this series, the work on testing real code over simulated networks (“DCE: Test the Real Code of Your Protocols and Applications over Simulated Networks”) emulates the system/code under test and simulates the other components under the control of simulation clocks. Their objectives are the same (i.e., to seamlessly integrating the emulated code and the simulated network with reproducible results guaranteed by the simulation control). The major difference is that direct code execution (DCE) reported here does not have its own simulation engine. It integrates and utilizes ns-3 with the emulation part run on virtual machines. The authors use two case studies, an HTTP server implementation and a traffic generator implementation, to show how accurate the emulated/simulated results could be, compared to the pure simulation done by Mininet. With the strong need of academia and industry to test their protocol implementations in a reproducible controlled simulation environment, this track of effort shall continue to evolve.
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